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Abstract. We present a new class of solutions for the inverse problem in the calculus
of variations in arbitrary dimension n. This is the problem of determining the existence
and uniqueness of Lagrangians for systems of n second order ordinary differential equations.
We also provide a number of new theorems concerning the inverse problem using exterior
differential systems theory (EDS). Concentrating on the differential step of the EDS process,
our new results provide a significant advance in the understanding of the inverse problem
in arbitrary dimension. In particular, we indicate how to generalise Jesse Douglas’s famous
solution for n = 2. We give some non-trivial examples in dimensions 2,3 and 4. We finish
with a new classification scheme for the inverse problem in arbitrary dimension.
1 Introduction: the inverse problem
The inverse problem in the calculus of variations can be expressed as follows. Given a system
of second-order ordinary differential equations
x¨a = F a(t, xb, x˙b), a, b = 1, . . . , n,
the question is whether the solutions of this system are also the solutions of the Euler Lagrange
equations,
d
dt
( ∂L
∂x˙a
)
− ∂L
∂xa
= 0,
for some regular Lagrangian L(t, xb, x˙b). This problem was first proposed by Helmholtz [11] in
1887. He considered whether the equations in the form presented were Euler-Lagrange. In the
case of single equations Helmholtz found necessary conditions for this to be true. It is not well-
known that Sonin [23] solved this one-dimensional problem the previous year in a more general
form, although Hirsch [12] is credited with the so-called multiplier version of the inverse problem,
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which is the focus of this paper. He addressed the uniqueness and existence of a non-degenerate
multiplier matrix, gab(t, x
c, x˙c), satisfying
gab(x¨
b − F b) ≡ d
dt
(
∂L
∂x˙a
)
− ∂L
∂xa
.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a regular Lagrangian, according to Dou-
glas [9] and to Sarlet [19], are that this multiplier satisfy
gab = gba, Γ(gab) = gacΓ
c
b + gbcΓ
c
a, gacΦ
c
b = gbcΦ
c
a,
∂gab
∂x˙c
=
∂gac
∂x˙b
, (1)
where
Γab := −
1
2
∂F a
∂x˙b
, Φab := −
∂F a
∂xb
− ΓcbΓac − Γ(Γab ),
and where
Γ :=
∂
∂t
+ x˙a
∂
∂xa
+ F a
∂
∂x˙a
.
These conditions, along with non-degeneracy, are commonly referred to as the Helmholtz condi-
tions. If one or more matrices gab are found that satisfy these four Helmholtz conditions, then
there exists one (or more) Lagrangians related to these matrices by the expression,
∂2L
∂x˙a∂x˙b
= gab.
Integrating this for a given gab we see that the related Lagrangian L is only defined up to the
addition of a total time derivative of an arbitrary function of t, xa.
The multiplier problem was completely solved by Douglas in 1941 for the two dimensional case
(see [9]), that is, a pair of second order equations on the plane. He divided the problem into
four primary cases (I to IV) according to the properties of the matrix Φab . The corresponding
solution for higher dimensions, even for dimension 3, remained unsolved until the late nineteen
nineties when some arbitrary n subcases were elaborated [5, 20, 3].
The current attacks on this problem, dating back to the 1980s, involve the creation and use of
various differential geometric tools. We offer the reader the following references which give some
perspective on these developments [3, 6, 7, 10, 14, 16, 17, 21].
The current situation, in the framework of [7], is that the following dimension n situations are
solved in the sense of Douglas.
1. Φ is a multiple of the identity. The multiplier is determined by n arbitrary functions each
of n+ 1 variables. This is the extension of Douglas’s case I. See [2, 3, 20].
2. Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and “integrable eigenspaces”. The multiplier is
determined by n arbitrary functions each of 2 variables. This is the extension of Douglas’s
case IIa1. See [5, 1].
3. There are many non-existence results depending on technical conditions on Φ. See [18].
In the context of our current paper Anderson and Thompson [3] made a significant breakthrough
by applying the method of exterior differential systems (EDS) to the inverse problem. They
illustrated the effectiveness of the method by many concrete examples. In their paper, however
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only Douglas’s case I where Φ is a multiple of the identity was generalised to arbitrary n.
Aldridge [1] and Aldridge et al [2] pursued this EDS approach further using the connection of
Massa and Pagani [15]. While the thesis [1] re-investigated Douglas’ case IIa2 in dimension 2
and recovered case IIa1 for arbitrary dimension, the paper [2] focused only on the first step of
EDS process, the so-called differential ideal step.
In this paper we give results for the cases where some eigen co-distributions are integrable and
some are not by using exterior differential system (EDS) theory. We provide a number of quite
general theorems and propositions concerning the inverse problem via EDS in Section 3.3.2.
Among these interesting results, Theorem 3.12 is particularly useful in indicating non-existence
cases. In addition, it suggests a scheme to replace the four cases of Douglas in the treatment of
the arbitrary dimension problem. Up until now it has not been obvious how to do this because
of the low dimensionality, however we find that when Φ is diagonalisable the integrability of the
co-distributions must be considered first and the termination of the differential step second. Our
scheme is detailed in Section 6. In Section 4 we particularly solve the inverse problem for the
system of second-order ODE in arbitrary dimension of which Φ is diagonalisable with distinct
eigenvalues and exactly one co-distribution is non-integrable. This can be seen as an extension
of Douglas’s case IIa2 in which, for n = 2, one co-distribution is integrable and one is not. The
results are given in Theorem 4.1.
Of course, in general, Φ will not be diagonalisable over the reals. But when it is, the eigenvalues
will generally be distinct and none of the eigen co-distributions will be integrable. Even in this
situation there are cases where solutions exist. Indeed, it is remarkable that so many of the
cases are well populated with variational equations. We will illustrate our own results with a
number of examples in Section 5.
2 Geometric formulation
We now briefly describe the basics of our geometrical calculus, for more details we refer to the
book chapter [14]. We are analysing a system of second-order ordinary differential equations
x¨a = F a(t, xb, x˙b), a, b = 1, . . . , n, (2)
for some smooth F a on a manifold M with generic local coordinates (xa). The evolution space
E := R × TM has adapted coordinates (t, xa, x˙a) or (t, xa, ua). We construct on E from the
system of equations (2) a second-order differential equation field (SODE):
Γ :=
∂
∂t
+ ua
∂
∂xa
+ F a
∂
∂ua
. (3)
The SODE produces on E a nonlinear connection with components Γab := −12 ∂F
a
∂ub
. The evolution
space E has a number of natural structures. The contact and vertical structures are combined in
the vertical endomorphism S, a (1,1) tensor field on E, with coordinate expression S := Va⊗ θa,
where Va :=
∂
∂ua are the vertical basis fields and θ
a := dxa − uadt are local contact forms. It
is shown in [6] the first order deformation LΓS has eigenvalues 0, 1 and −1. The eigenspaces
corresponding to eigenvalue 0, 1 and −1 are Sp{Γ}, the vertical subspace V (E) := Sp{Va} of the
tangent space and the horizontal subspace H(E) := Sp{Ha} respectively, where
Ha =
∂
∂xa
− Γba
∂
∂ub
.
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So an adapted local basis on E is given by {Γ, Va,Ha} with dual basis {dt, ψa, θa} where
ψa := dua − F adt+ Γabθb.
Following directly from the definitions of Γ, Va and Ha given in [6, 17] we note:
[Γ,Ha] = Γ
b
aHb +Φ
b
aVb, [Γ, Va] = −Ha + ΓbaVb, [Va, Vb] = 0,
[Ha, Vb] = −1
2
(
∂2F c
∂ua∂ub
)
Vc = Vb(Γ
c
a)Vc = Va(Γ
c
b)Vc = [Hb, Va],
and
[Ha,Hb] = R
d
abVd,
where the curvature of the connection is defined by
Rdab :=
1
2
(
∂2F d
∂xa∂ub
− ∂
2F d
∂xb∂ua
+
1
2
(
∂F c
∂ua
∂2F d
∂uc∂ub
− ∂F
c
∂ub
∂2F d
∂uc∂ua
))
.
Following [22] we briefly introduce vector fields and forms along the projection pi01 : E → R×M .
Vector fields along pi01 are sections of the pull back bundle pi
0
1
∗
(T (R×M)) over E. X(pi01) denotes
the C∞(E) module of such vector fields. In the current context see [13].
With X := X0 ∂∂t +X
a ∂
∂xa and dt, θ
a ∈ X∗(pi01) we define the following lifts from X(pi01) to X(E):
XΓ := dt(X)Γ, XH := θa(X)Ha, X
V := θa(X)Va.
For an intrinsic treatment of these various lifts see [14].
Any vector W ∈ X(E) can then be uniquely decomposed as
W = (WΓ)
Γ + (WH)
H + (WV )
V
where WΓ,WH ,WV ∈ X(pi01) with
WΓ := dt(W )(
∂
∂t
+ ua
∂
∂xa
),
WH := dt(W )
∂
∂t
+ dxa(W )
∂
∂xa
, WV := ψ
a(W )
∂
∂xa
.
The dynamical covariant derivative ∇ and the Jacobi endomorphism Φ that appear in (1) are
defined along the tangent bundle projection through the following formulas
[Γ,XV ] = −XH + (∇X)V , [Γ,XH ] = (∇X)H +Φ(X)V .
In coordinates,
Φ = Φab
∂
∂xa
⊗ θb,
with Φab as defined before. ∇ can be extended to act on forms along the projection and is given
in coordinates by
∇f = Γ(f) on functions, ∇ ∂
∂xa
= Γba
∂
∂xb
, ∇θa = −Γabθb.
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Massa and Pagani [15] introduced a linear connection on E by imposing some natural require-
ments. If we denote this connection by ∇ˆ, these are that the covariant differentials ∇ˆdt, ∇ˆS and
∇ˆΓ are all zero and that the vertical sub-bundle is flat. In coordinates, they are:
∇ˆΓΓ = 0, ∇ˆΓHa = ΓbaHb, ∇ˆΓVa = ΓbaVb,
∇ˆHaΓ = 0, ∇ˆHaHb =
∂Γca
∂ub
Hc, ∇ˆHaVb =
∂Γca
∂ub
Vc, (4)
∇ˆVaΓ = 0, ∇ˆVaHb = 0, ∇ˆVaVb = 0,
With any linear connection, ∇˜ (not to be confused with the dynamical covariant derivative),
on a manifold M there is an associated shape map and torsion (see [13]). The shape map
AZ : X(M)→ X(M), as given in Jerie and Prince [13], is defined as
AZ(ξ) :=
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
τ−1t (ζt∗ξ), where ξ ∈ TxM.
where τt : TxM → Tζt(x)M is the parallel transport map, defining along the flow {ζt}.
More useful representations of this shape map on M are
AXY = ∇˜XY − [X,Y ],
AXY = ∇˜YX + T (X,Y )
where X,Y ∈ X(M) and the torsion is defined as usual by
T (X,Y ) := ∇˜XY − ∇˜YX − [X,Y ].
The torsion, Tˆ , of the Massa and Pagani connection captures all the important properties of the
SODE Γ:
Tˆ (Γ, Va) = Ha, Tˆ (Γ,Ha) = −ΦbaVb, Tˆ (Va, Vb) = 0,
Tˆ (Va,Hb) = 0, Tˆ (Ha,Hb) = −RcabVc.
The commutators of the vector fields on E can be written in terms of connection ∇ˆ and the
shape map as
[Γ,XV ] = ∇ˆΓXV −AΓ(XV ), (5a)
[Γ,XH ] = ∇ˆΓXH −AΓ(XH), (5b)
[XV , Y V ] = ∇ˆXV Y V − ∇ˆY V XV , (5c)
[XV , Y H ] = ∇ˆXV Y H − ∇ˆY HXV , (5d)
[XH , Y H ] = ∇ˆXHY H − ∇ˆY HXH +R(XH , Y H). (5e)
It can be seen that ∇ˆΓ and AΓ replace the role of ∇ and Φ respectively.
The curvature tensor R in (5e) is a (1,2) tensor field on E defined as follows
R := Rcab(θ
a ∧ θb)⊗ Vc.
We will make no notational distinction between Φ acting along the tangent bundle projection
and acting as an endomorphism on E as Φ = Φba Vb ⊗ θa.
In the next section we briefly sketch the ideas of the exterior differential systems approach,
specifically in the context of the inverse problem.
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3 Helmholtz conditions and the EDS process
3.1 The Helmholtz conditions
For a given regular Lagrangian L, there is a unique vector field, called the Euler-Lagrange field,
Γ on E such that
Γ dθL = 0 and dt(Γ) = 1.
where θL is the Poincare´-Cartan 1-form,
θL := Ldt+ dL ◦ S = Ldt+ ∂L
∂ua
θa.
This vector field is a SODE, and the equations satisfied by its integral curves are the Euler-
Lagrange equations for L. By careful observation of the properties of the Cartan 2-form dθL the
following theorem from [6] gives a transparent geometric version of the Helmholtz conditions.
Theorem 3.1. [6] Given a SODE Γ, the necessary and sufficient conditions for there to be
Lagrangian, whose Euler-Lagrange field is Γ, are that there should exist a 2-form Ω satisfying
Ω is of maximal rank, i.e., ∧n Ω 6= 0, (6)
Ω(Va, Vb) = 0, ∀ Va, Vb ∈ V (E), (7)
Γ Ω = 0, (8)
dΩ = 0. (9)
We will briefly show how the Helmholtz conditions in (1) arise from this theorem as follows.
In Crampin, Prince and Thompson [6] it is shown by using LrΩ = 0 (from (8) and (9)) that
Ω = gabψ
a ∧ θb, |gab| 6= 0. (10)
The condition (9) gives
dΩ(X,Y,X) = 0 for all X,Y,Z ∈ {Γ, Va,Hb}. (11)
Applying the formula for the exterior derivative of a 2-form Ω,
dΩ(X,Y,Z) =
∑
cyclic X,Y,Z
(X(Ω(Y,Z)) − Ω([X,Y ], Z)) , (12)
to (11) we find that dΩ(Va, Vb, Vc) = 0 is trivial and
dΩ(Γ, Va, Vb) = 0 ⇔ gab = gba,
dΩ(Γ,Ha,Hb) = 0 ⇔ gacΦcb = gbcΦca, (13)
dΩ(Γ, Va,Hb) = 0 ⇔ Γ(gab)− gacΓcb − gbcΓca = 0,
dΩ(Va, Vb,Hc) = 0 ⇔ ∂gab
∂x˙c
=
∂gac
∂x˙b
.
Therefore dΩ = 0 is equivalent to the Helmholtz conditions in (1) since the two remaining
conditions in (11) are the consequences of the four conditions in (13) as shown in this context
by Aldridge [1].
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In this paper we concentrate on the case where the matrix representation, Φ = (Φab ), of Φ is
diagonalisable. As in [7] and [21] this corresponds to Douglas’ case I, case IIa or case III. Our
choice of the basis for X(E) to work with is {Γ,XVa ,XHa }, where XVa and XHa are vertical lifts
and horizontal lifts of eigenvectors Xa of diagonalisable Φ on the tangent bundle projection.
Let Xa = X
b
a
∂
∂xb
∈ X(pi01) be eigenvectors of Φ corresponding to eigenvalues λa, then their
vertical lifts and their horizontal lifts are XVa := X
b
aVb and X
H
a := X
b
aHb respectively. The lifted
eigenforms φaV and φaH of eigenforms φa together with dt form the dual basis {dt, φaV , φaH}
to the basis {Γ,XVa ,XHa }. This means that we will look for a non-degenerate closed 2-form
ω ∈ Σ := Sp{φaV ∧ φbH}, that is, ω = rabφaV ∧ φbH , instead of the one in (10). Once the rab’s
are found, then the multiplier gab is given by
gab = rcdφ
c
aφ
d
b , (14)
where φca and φ
d
b are components of eigenforms φ
c and φd respectively.
The commutators identities regarding the basis {Γ,XVa ,XHa } derived from (5a)-(5e) are as fol-
lows
[Γ,XVb ] = τ
aΓ
b X
V
a −XHb , (15a)
[Γ,XHb ] = τ
aΓ
b X
H
a + λbδ
a
bX
V
a = τ
aΓ
b X
H
a + λbX
V
b , (15b)
[XVb ,X
V
c ] = (τ
aV
bc − τaVcb )XVa , (15c)
[XVb ,X
H
c ] = τ
aV
bc X
H
a − τaHcb XVa , (15d)
[XHb ,X
H
c ] = (τ
aH
bc − τaHcb )XHa + φaV (R(XHb ,XHc ))XVa , (15e)
where the τ ’s are defined through
∇ˆΓXVb = τaΓb XVa , ∇ˆΓXHb = τaΓb XHa ,
∇ˆXV
b
XVc = τ
aV
bc X
V
a , ∇ˆXV
b
XHc = τ
aV
bc X
H
a , (16)
∇ˆXH
b
XVc = τ
aH
bc X
V
a , ∇ˆXH
b
XHc = τ
aH
bc X
H
a .
We also have
AΓ(X
V
b ) = AΓ(X
a
b Va) = X
a
bHa = X
H
b ,
AΓ(X
H
b ) = AΓ(X
a
bHa) = −Xab φcaVc = −λbXcbVc = −λbXVb .
We will now calculate the exterior derivatives of the eigenforms φaV and φaH by using the
identity dφ(X,Y ) = X(φ(Y )) − Y (φ(X)) − φ([X,Y ]) and the bracket identities (15a)-(15e) as
follows
dφaV (Γ,XVb ) = −φaV (−XHb + τdΓb XVd ) = −τaΓb ,
dφaV (Γ,XHb ) = −φaV (τdΓb XHd + λbXVb ) = −λbδab ,
dφaV (XVb ,X
V
c ) = −φaV ((τdVbc − τdVcb )XVd ) = τaVcb − τaVbc ,
dφaV (XVb ,X
H
c ) = −φaV (τdVbc XHd − τdHcb XVd ) = τaHcb ,
dφaV (XHb ,X
H
c ) = −φaV ((τdHbc − τdHcb )XHd + φdV (R(XHb ,XHc ))XVd )
= −φaV (R(XHb ,XHc )).
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And similarly for dφaH :
dφaH(Γ,XVb ) = δ
a
b , dφ
aH(Γ,XHb ) = −τaΓb ,
dφaH(XVb ,X
V
c ) = 0, dφ
aH(XVb ,X
H
c ) = −τaVbc ,
dφaH (XHb ,X
H
c ) = τ
aH
cb − τaHbc .
Putting these components together then we get:
dφaV =− τaΓb dt ∧ φbV − λadt ∧ φaH + τaHcb φbV ∧ φcH + τaVcb φbV ∧ φcV (17)
− 1
2
φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
c ))φ
bH ∧ φcH ,
dφaH = dt ∧ φaV − τaΓb dt ∧ φbH + τaHcb φbH ∧ φcH − τaVbc φbV ∧ φcH , (18)
We will use the following equivalent two Frobenius integrability conditions on a co-distribution
D⊥a = Sp{φaV , φaH} of (lifted) eigen-forms of Φ. We use the fact that ωa := φaV ∧ φaH is a
characterising form for D⊥a .
dφaV ≡ 0 and dφaH ≡ 0 (mod φaV , φaH), (19)
equivalently, dωa = ξaa ∧ ωa (no sum on a), ξaa ∈
∧1(E) i.e., dωa ≡ 0 (mod ωa). (20)
We note here that for the one-form ξaa as given in (20),
dξaa ≡ 0 (mod φaV , φaH ). (21)
By looking at the expressions for dφaV from (17) and dφaH from (18), together with (19) we get
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for an eigen co-distribution D⊥a =
Sp{φaV , φaH} of Φ to be (Frobenius) integrable are:
τaΓb = 0, τ
aV
bc = 0, τ
aH
bc = 0, φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )) = 0
for all b, c 6= a.
Definition 3.3. Let D⊥a := Sp{φaV , φaH} be an eigen co-distribution of Φ. A 1-form α ∈ D⊥a
is said to be an integrable direction in D⊥a if
dα = κ ∧ α, (22)
for some 1-form κ.
It can be seen from the expressions of the exterior derivatives of φaV in (17) and φaH in (18)
that the 1-forms φaV may be integrable but φaH can’t be. Thus we can express an integrable
direction αa in D
⊥
a as αa = φ
aV +Baφ
aH .
Proposition 3.4. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an integrable di-
rection αa = φ
aV +Baφ
aH , that is dαa = κa∧αa, in an eigen co-distribution D⊥a = Sp{φaV , φaH}
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of Φ are, for b, c 6= a:
τaΓb = 0, (23)
τaHcb −BaτaVbc = 0, (24)
τaVcb = τ
aV
bc , (25)
φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )) +Ba(τ
aH
cb − τaHbc ) = 0, (26)
Γ(Ba) = (Ba)
2 + λa, (27)
XVb (Ba) = Baτ
aV
ab − τaHab , (28)
XHb (Ba) = φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) +Ba(Baτ
aV
ab − τaHab ), (29)
and κa is given by
κa =(τ
aΓ
a +Ba)dt+ (τ
aV
ab − τaVba )φbV + (BaτaVab − τaHba )φbH (30)
+ (Baτ
aV
aa −XVa (Ba)− τaHaa )φaH .
Proof. Let αa = φ
aV +Baφ
aH ∈ Sp{φaV , φaH} be an integrable direction. By definition 3.3,
dαa = κa ∧ αa.
We apply the formula for the exterior derivative of a 1-form:
dαa(X,Y ) = X(αa(Y ))− Y (αa(X)) − αa([X,Y ])
to the basis of vector fields {Γ,XVa ,XHa −BaXVa ,XVb ,XHb ;∀b 6= a}. dαa(X,Y ) is zero for basis
pairs (X,Y ) when neither is XVa . This gives, for b, c 6= a,
0 = dαa(Γ,X
V
b ) = −τaΓb ,
0 = dαa(Γ,X
H
b ) = Baτ
aΓ
b ,
0 = dαa(X
V
b ,X
V
c ) = τ
aV
bc − τaVcb ,
0 = dαa(X
H
b ,X
V
c ) = Baτ
aV
cb − τaHbc ,
0 = dαa(X
H
b ,X
H
c ) = −(Ba(τaHbc − τaH(Ba)2,
0 = dαa(X
V
b ,X
H
a −BaXVa ) = XVb (Ba)−BaτaVab + τaHab ),
0 = dαa(X
H
b ,X
H
a −BaXVa ) = XHb (Ba)−Ba(BaτaVab − τaHab )− φaV (R(XHb ,XHa )).
These immediately give the conditions (23)-(29). For the remainder we have:
dαa(Γ,X
V
a ) = τ
aΓ
a +Ba,
dαa(X
V
b ,X
V
a ) = τ
aV
ab − τaVba ,
dαa(X
H
b ,X
V
a ) = Baτ
aV
ab − τaHba ,
dαa(X
H
a −BaXVa ,XVa ) = −XVa (Ba) +BaτaVaa − τaHaa .
These give the formula for κa as in (30).
Conversely, if conditions (23)-(29) hold, then dαa(X,Y ) = 0 for all basis pairs (X,Y ) when
neither is XVa and thus dαa = κa ∧ αa as expected.
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3.2 Jacobi identities in the inverse problem
The τ ’s defined in (16) are not independent and we now examine their relations. To this end we
apply the Jacobi identity
[X, [Y,Z]] + [Y, [Z,X]] + [Z, [X,Y ]] = 0
to the basis {Γ,XVa ,XHb }. This results in the following identities which are very useful for later
calculations.
(We remark in passing that the Bianchi identities for ∇ˆ are redundant in the presence of the
Jacobi identities ( see [8]) and we do not consider them here.)
Applying this to the triple Γ,XVb and X
H
c we have,
[Γ, [XVb ,X
H
c ]] + [X
V
b , [X
H
c ,Γ]] + [X
H
c , [Γ,X
V
b ]] = 0.
This gives following identities
Γ(τaVbc ) = −τ eVbc τaΓe − τaHbc +XVb (τaΓc ) + τ eΓc τaVbe + τaVec τ eΓb , (31a)
Γ(τaHcb ) = −τ eHcb τaΓe + τ eΓc τaHeb −XHc (τaΓb ) + τ eΓb τaHce −XVb (λc)δac (31b)
+ λc(τ
aV
cb − τaVbc ) + λaτaVbc + φaV (R(XHb ,XHc )).
Applying the Jacobi identity to the triple (Γ,XVb ,X
V
c ) gives no new identities since the expres-
sion that we get from this is
Γ(τaVbc −τaVcb ) = τaΓe (τ eVcb −τ eVbc )+τaHcb −τaHbc +XVb (τaΓc )−XVc (τaΓb )+τ eΓc (τaVbe −τaVeb )−τ eΓb (τaVce −τaVec )
which can be obtained by using (31a).
Applying the Jacobi identity to other triples we get further identities:
for (Γ,XHb ,X
H
c ) we obtain
Γ(φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
c ))) = τ
eΓ
c φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
e )) + τ
eΓ
b φ
aV (R(XHe ,X
H
c )) (32a)
− τaΓe φeV (R(XHb ,XHc )) + (λc − λa)τaHbc
− (λb − λa)τaHcb +XHb (λc)δac −XHC (λb)δab ,
Γ(τaHbc − τaHcb ) = −(τ eHbc − τ eHcb )τaΓe + τ eΓc (τaHbe − τaHeb )− λcτaVcb (32b)
+ λbτ
aV
bc ) +X
H
c (τ
aΓ
b )−XHb (τaΓc )
− τ eΓb (τaHce − τaHec ) + φaV (R(XHb ,XHc )).
Substituting Γ(τaHbc ) and Γ(τ
aH
cb ) from (31b) into (32b) we have
3φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )) = X
V
b (λc)δ
a
c −XVc (λb)δab + τaVbc (λc − λa)− τaVcb (λb − λa). (33)
For the triple (XVa ,X
V
b ,X
H
c ) we have
XVa (τ
dV
bc )−XVb (τdVac ) = τ eVac τdVbe − τ eVbc τdVae + τdVec (τ eVab − τ eVba ), (34a)
XVa (τ
dH
cb )−XVb (τdHca ) = XHc (τdVab − τdVba )− τ eVbc τdHea + τ eVac τdHeb (34b)
+ τdHce (τ
eV
ab − τ eVba ) + τ eHca (τdVbe − τdVeb )
− τ eHcb (τdVae − τdVea ).
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Applying the Jacobi identity to (XHa ,X
V
b ,X
H
c ) we get
XHa (τ
dV
bc )−XHc (τdVba ) = XVb (τdHac − τdHca )− τ eVbc (τdHae − τdHea ) (35a)
− τ eHcb τdVea − (τ eHca − τ eHac )τdVbe + τ eVba (τdHce − τdHec ) + τ eHab τdVec ,
XHa (τ
dH
cb )−XHc (τdHab ) = XVb (φdV (R(XHc ,XHa ))) + τ eVbc φdV (R(XHa ,XHe )) (35b)
− τ eHcb τdHae + φeV (R(XHc ,XHa ))(τdVbe − τdVeb )
+ τ eHab τ
dH
ce − τdHeb (τ eHca − τ eHac )− τ eVba φdV (R(XHc ,XHe )).
For the triple (XVa ,X
V
b ,X
V
c ) we get only one new identity
XVa (τ
dV
bc − τdVcb ) +XVb (τdVca − τdVac ) +XVc (τdVab − τdVba ) (36)
= −(τdVae − τdVea )(τ eVbc − τ eVcb )− (τdVbe − τdVeb )(τ eVca − τ eVac )
− (τdVce − τdVec )(τ eVab − τ eVba ).
Finally, applying the Jacobi identity to (XHa ,X
H
b ,X
H
c ), we have two more identities
XHa (τ
dH
bc − τdHcb ) +XHb (τdHca − τdHac ) +XHc (τdHab − τdHba ) (37a)
= τdVea φ
eV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )) + τ
dV
eb φ
eV (R(XHc ,X
H
a ))
+ τdVec φ
eV (R(XHa ,X
H
b ))− (τdHae − τdHea )(τ eHbc − τ eHcb )
− (τdHbe − τdHeb )(τ eHca − τ eHac )− (τdHce − τdHec )(τ eHab − τ eHba ),
XHa (φ
dV (R(XHb ,X
H
c ))) +X
H
b (φ
dV (R(XHc ,X
H
a ))) (37b)
+XHc (φ
dV (R(XHa ,X
H
b ))) = (τ
eH
cb − τ eHbc )φdV (R(XHa ,XHe ))
+ (τ eHac − τ eHca )φdV (R(XHb ,XHe )) + (τ eHba − τ eHab )φdV (R(XHc ,XHe ))
− τdHae φeV (R(XHb ,XHc ))− τdHbe φeV (R(XHc ,XHa ))− τdHce φeV (R(XHa ,XHb )).
3.3 EDS and the inverse problem
The idea of looking for closed 2-forms leads to the use of EDS method for the inverse problem.
The EDS references are the book [4] in general and the memoir [3] particularly for the inverse
problem. In the first part of this section we give a brief description of the EDS approach to
the inverse problem. The second part is devoted to significant results regarding the so-called
differential ideal step of EDS process.
3.3.1 EDS approach to the inverse problem
According to Anderson and Thompson in [3], the EDS process for the inverse problem involves
three steps. We start with the submodule of 2-forms Σ. The first step, namely the differential
ideal step, is to look for a final submodule, Σf , of Σ that generates a differential ideal. The
second step is to create an equivalent linear Pfaffian system for the closed 2-forms, and final step
is to determine the generality of the solution of the problem by using the Cartan-Ka¨hler theorem.
The differential ideal step is a recursive process which produces from Σ0 := Σ a sequence of
submodules Σ0 ⊃ Σ1 ⊃ Σ2 ⊃ .... Each stage of the process involves calculating the exterior
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derivative of forms belonging to some submodule Σi and then checking whether these 3-forms
belong to the ideal generated by that submodule, which results in a restriction on the admissible
2-forms which form a submodule Σi+1 and then the process is repeated from this submodule
and so on until a final differential ideal, 〈Σf 〉, is found, i.e. Σf = Σf+1, or the trivial set is
reached. If it is impossible to create a maximal rank two-form at any stage during this process,
the problem has no regular solution.
Suppose that a differential ideal generated by Σf is found, the next step in the EDS process is
to express the problem of finding the closed 2-forms in Σf as a Pfaffian system. We will give a
brief outline of this step, see [3], [14] or [4] for details.
Let the differential ideal 〈Σf 〉 be generated by the set of 2-forms, not necessary simple, {ω¯k}, k ∈
{1, ..., d}, and calculate
dω¯k = ξ¯kh ∧ ω¯h.
where the ξ¯ij ’s are now known one-forms.
Since ω ∈ Σf = Sp{ω¯k}, dω = βj ∧ ω¯j, and because we are looking for those ω’s such that
dω = 0 the next step is to find all possible d-tuples of one forms (ρAk ) = (ρ
A
1 , ..., ρ
A
d ) such that
ρAk ∧ ω¯k = 0. Once all the d-tuples ρAk A ∈ {1, ..., e} have been found, the inverse problem
becomes that of finding the functions rk which satisfy the Pfaffian system of equations:
drk + rhξ¯
h
k + pAρ
A
k = 0, (38)
for some arbitrary functions pA. The freedom in the choice of these pA’s will be then exploited
in the final part of the EDS procedure.
The general method for finding the solution for this problem in EDS is to define an extended
manifold N = E⊗Rd⊗Re with co-ordinates {t, xa, ub, rk, pA}, a, b ∈ {1, ..., n}, k ∈ {1, ..., d}, A ∈
{1, ..., e} and look for 2n + 1 dimensional submanifolds that are sections over E and on which
the one forms
σk := drk + rhξ¯
h
k + pAρ
A
k
are zero.
To find these manifolds, σk are considered constraint forms for some distribution on N , and the
problem becomes that of looking for integral manifolds arising from this distribution. To find
these integral manifolds, we choose a basis of forms on N , {αm, σk, piA} where {αm} are a pulled
back basis for E, piA := dpA, and σk as defined above completes the basis.
The condition that we have sections over E is that the form
α1 ∧ ... ∧ α2n+1
be non-zero on the 2n+ 1 dimensional integral manifolds given by the constraint forms.
In the remainder of this section, we will give a brief outline of the process of finding the generality
of the solutions to this last problem, see [3] or [4] for details.
According to [3], to determine the existence and generality of the solutions to (38), we calculate
the exterior derivatives dσk modulo the ideal generated by the forms σk
dσk ≡ piik ∧ αi + tijk αi ∧ αj (mod σ) (39)
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where piik are some linear combinations of piA. As dσk expands with no dpA ∧ dpB terms, the
system is quasi-linear.
As we want the system to be a section over E, i.e α1 ∧ ...∧α2n+1 6= 0 on the integral manifolds,
we need to absorb all the αi ∧ αj terms into the piik ∧ αi terms. This is done by changing the
basis forms piA to p¯iA := piA− ljAαj. If any of the αi∧αj terms can not be absorbed, then asking
for dσk ≡ 0 (mod σ) is incompatible with the independence condition and therefore there is no
solution.
Once the αi ∧ αj terms have been removed, the system
dσk ≡ piik ∧ αi (mod σ) (40)
is used to create the tableau Π from which the Cartan characters, s1, s2, ..., sk, can be calculated
allowing us to apply the Cartan test for involution.
Π =
α1 α2 . . . αn
σ1 pi
1
1 pi
2
1 . . . pi
n
1
σ2 pi
1
2 pi
2
2 . . . pi
n
2
...
...
...
...
σd pi
1
d pi
2
d . . . pi
n
d
The first character s1 is the number of independent one forms that can be chosen from first col-
umn of Π. s2 is the number of independent forms in the second column that are also independent
of all forms in the first column. This is repeated for s3 and onwards until all the independent
forms are exhausted. In computing the Cartan characters, the basis {αi} is chosen such that s1
is as large as possible, and s2 large as possible but less the s1, and so on. In particular, sk must
form a non-increasing sequence of integers.
Once the Cartan characters are found, the Cartan test for involution is performed.
Let t denote the number of ways in which the forms piik can be modified by using p¯i
A = piA−ljAαj,
without changing (40). That is, t is the dimension of the linear space of e-tuples of one forms
(τ1, τ2, ..., τe) of the form: τA = l
j
Aαj such that
aiAk τA ∧ αi = 0
Then, according to Cartan, the differential system (38) is in involution if and only if
t = s1 + 2s2 + 3s3 + ...+ ksk.
If the Cartan test fails, then it is necessary to prolong the differential system by differentiating
the original equations to obtain a new differential system on N1, the first jet bundle of local
sections of N over M , then repeating the foregoing analysis.
Once a sequence of Cartan characters is found that passes the Cartan test, then if sl is the
last non-zero character, the general solution to the differential system (38) will depend on sl
arbitrary functions of l variables.
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3.3.2 The differential ideal step
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that for a given SODE Γ for which the corresponding Φ is diago-
nalisable, the closed 2-form ω that we are seeking must satisfy the algebraic conditions:
ω(XVa ,X
V
b ) = 0, ω(X
H
a ,X
H
b ) = 0
Γ ω = 0, ω(XVa ,X
H
b ) = ω(X
V
b ,X
H
a ).
So we start the EDS process with the module Σ0 := Sp{ωab}, where ωab := 12(φaV ∧φbH +φbV ∧
φaH), 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n, and look for the (final) differential ideal generated by Σf .
Consider a 2-form ω in Σ0, that is ω =
∑
a≤b rabω
ab. Calculating the exterior derivative of ω
using (17) and (18) gives
dω =
∑
a≤b
drab ∧ 1
2
(φaV ∧ φbH + φbV ∧ φaH)
−
∑
a≤b
rab
[
(τaΓc dt+ τ
aH
dc φ
dH + τaVdc φ
dV ) ∧ 1
2
(φbV ∧ φcH + φcV ∧ φbH)
− (τ bΓc dt+ τ bHdc φdH + τ bVdc φdV ) ∧
1
2
(φaV ∧ φdH + φdV ∧ φaH)
+
1
2
(λb − λa)dt ∧ φaH ∧ φbH
− 1
4
φaV (R(XHd ,X
H
c ))φ
dH ∧ φcH ∧ φbH
− 1
4
φbV (R(XHd ,X
H
c ))φ
dH ∧ φcH ∧ φaH
]
⇒ dω ≡
∑
a≤b
rab
[
1
2
(λb − λa)dt ∧ φaH ∧ φbH
− 1
4
φaV (R(XHd ,X
H
c ))φ
dH ∧ φcH ∧ φbH (41)
− 1
4
φbV (R(XHd ,X
H
c ))φ
dH ∧ φcH ∧ φaH
]
(mod 〈Σ0〉).
By looking at (41) we find alternative proofs of the following two propositions (see [2]).
Proposition 3.5. The differential ideal step finishes at Σ0 if and only if Φ is a function multiple
of the identity.
Proof. From (41), the necessary and sufficient conditions for 〈Σ0〉 to be a differential ideal are
rab(λb − λa)dt ∧ φaH ∧ φbH = 0, ∀a < b (no sum) (42)
and∑
a≤b
rab(φ
aV (R(XHd ,X
H
c ))φ
dH ∧ φcH ∧ φbH + φbV (R(XHd ,XHc ))φdH ∧ φcH ∧ φaH) = 0 (43)
for all rab. Hence if Σ
0 generates a differential ideal, then the two conditions are satisfied for
all rab. This implies that for all a, b, λa = λb, and thus the matrix Φ is multiple of the identity.
Conversely, if Φ is multiple of the identity, then (42) is immediately satisfied and (43) is satisfied
via the identity (34).
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Proposition 3.6. Suppose that Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and eigenforms φa.
Let Σ0 be Sp{ωab} and ω ∈ Σ0. Then ω ∈ Σ1 if and only if ω :=∑na=1 raωaa and the curvature
satisfies ∑
cyclic dce
rdφ
dV (R(XHc ,X
H
e )) = 0, for all distinct d, c, e, (no sum on d). (44)
Proof. Let ω ∈ Σ0, that is ω = ∑a≤b rabωab, then ω ∈ Σ1 if and only if dω ∈ 〈Σ0〉. This is
equivalent to the two conditions (42) and (43) on rab.
Since λb− λa 6= 0 by assumption, (42) gives rab = 0 for a < b. We will now use ra instead of raa
and ωa instead of ωaa.
The condition (43) becomes∑
dce
rd(φ
dV (R(XHc ,X
H
e ))φ
cH ∧ φeH ∧ φdH = 0,
for distinct d, c and e, which is equivalent to (44).
Therefore Σ1 = Sp{ωa := φaV ∧φaH , a = 1, . . . , n} satisfying the condition (44) as required.
By observation from Proposition 3.5 we have that for the case where Φ is diagonalisable with
distinct eigenvalues we need to process the next differential ideal step to examine whether or
not 〈Σ1〉 is a differential ideal. However the condition (44) presents a difficulty in this checking
process. Now we denote Σ˜1 := Sp{ωa, a = 1, . . . , n}, which does not necessarily satisfy (44), and
so Σ1 ⊆ Σ˜1 ⊂ Σ0. These results show that for the case where Φ is diagonalisable with distinct
eigenvalues, Σ˜1 is the more effective option with which to start the differential ideal step.
Proposition 3.7. Let Φ be diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues. Then the necessary and
sufficient conditions for ω =
∑
a raφ
aV ∧ φaH ∈ Σ˜1 to have its exterior derivative in the ideal
〈Σ˜1〉 are that, for all distinct a, b and c (no sum),
raτ
aΓ
b + rbτ
bΓ
a = 0,
ra(τ
aV
bc − τaVcb )− rbτ bVca + rcτ cVba = 0,
ra(τ
aH
bc − τaHcb )− rbτ bHca + rcτ cHba = 0, (45)
raφ
aV (R(XHc ,X
H
b )) + rbφ
bV (R(XHa ,X
H
c )) + rcφ
cV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) = 0.
The last of these is just (44).
Proof. Let ω = raφ
aV ∧ φaH ∈ Σ˜1. Then
dω ∈ 〈Σ˜1〉 ⇔ dω =
∑
k
βk ∧ φkV ∧ φkH . (46)
By observation (46) is equivalent to
dω(Γ,XVa ,X
V
b ) = 0, dω(Γ,X
H
a ,X
H
b ) = 0, dω(Γ,X
V
a ,X
H
b ) = 0,
dω(XVa ,X
H
b ,X
H
c ) = 0, dω(X
V
a ,X
V
b ,X
H
c ) = 0, dω(X
V
a ,X
V
b ,X
V
c ) = 0, (47)
dω(XHa ,X
H
b ,X
H
c ) = 0,
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for all distinct a, b and c.
Applying the formula (12) to the identities in (47), we can see that only the second part that
involves the Lie brackets can contribute. Using the bracket relations (15a)-(15e) in the calcula-
tion we find that the first, the second and the sixth condition in (47) are identically satisfied.
The third condition gives:
raτ
aΓ
b + rbτ
bΓ
a = 0, a 6= b.
The fourth and the fifth condition respectively give
ra(τ
aH
bc − τaHcb )− rbτ bHca + rcτ cHba = 0,
ra(τ
aV
bc − τaVcb )− rbτ bVca + rcτ cVba = 0,
for all distinct a, b and c.
The remaining condition is, that for all distinct a, b, c and with no sum,
raφ
aV (R(XHc ,X
H
b )) + rbφ
bV (R(XHa ,X
H
c )) + rcφ
cV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) = 0.
This last condition is simply the condition (44) in Proposition 3.6.
Corollary 3.8. For diagonalisable Φ with distinct eigenvalues, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for Σ˜1 to generates a differential ideal are that, for all distinct a, b and c,
τaΓb = 0, τ
aV
bc = 0 (48)
Proof. Σ˜1 := Sp{φaV ∧ φaH : a = 1, ..., n} generates a differential ideal if and only if the
conditions in Proposition 3.7 hold for arbitrary ra. This immediately gives τ
aΓ
b = 0, τ
aV
bc = 0,
τaHbc = 0 and φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )) = 0 for all distinct a, b and c. But the last two conditions are
the consequences of the first two conditions by Jacobi identities (31a) and (31b) for distinct a, b
and c.
We note here that if we assume τaΓb = 0 for all a 6= b so that ∇ˆΓXV/Ha = τaΓa XV/Ha , then all τaΓb
can be put equal to zero by re-scaling the eigenvectors of Φ. Thus from now on we have that if
Σ˜1 is a differential ideal, then τaΓb = 0 for all a, b.
In the next differential ideal steps, we define Σ˜i+1 := {ω ∈ Σ˜i : dω ∈ 〈Σ˜i〉}. Thus Σ˜2 is the
submodule of 2-forms in Σ˜1 which further satisfy the conditions in (45) and so Σ˜2 ⊆ Σ1 ⊆ Σ˜1.
The relation between the sequences Σ˜1 ⊃ Σ˜2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Σ˜p ⊃ . . . and Σ1 ⊃ Σ2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Σp ⊃ . . .
is as follows.
Lemma 3.9. Σ˜1 ⊇ Σ1 ⊇ Σ˜2 ⊇ Σ2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Σ˜p ⊇ Σp ⊇ . . . .
Proof. We have established this for p = 1. Suppose that it is true for p = k, now we will prove
that it is true for p = k + 1, that is Σ˜k+1 ⊇ Σk+1 ⊇ Σ˜k+2. Let ω ∈ Σk+1, that is ω ∈ Σk ⊆ Σ˜k
and dω ∈ 〈Σk〉 ⊆ 〈Σ˜k〉 and so ω ∈ Σ˜k+1.
Now let ω ∈ Σ˜k+2, that is ω ∈ Σ˜k+1 ⊆ Σk and dω ∈ 〈Σ˜k+1〉 ⊆ 〈Σk〉 and so ω ∈ Σk+1.
An immediate result from Lemma 3.9 is
Corollary 3.10. If Σ˜p generates a differential ideal but Σ˜p−1 does not, then either Σp−1 or Σp
generates a differential ideal, and moreover either Σ˜p = Σp−1 or Σ˜p = Σp respectively.
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Proof. As a result of Proposition 3.7 it is true for p = 1, that is, if 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal then
Σ˜1 = Σ1. For p > 1 since Σ˜p−1 does not, by assumption, generate a differential ideal, there are
two cases for Σp−1. The first case, if Σp−1 generates a differential ideal then Σp−1 = Σp and so
Σp−1 = Σ˜p = Σp by Lemma 3.9. The second case, if Σp−1 does not generate a differential ideal,
then 〈Σp〉 is a differential ideal because 〈Σ˜p〉 is a differential ideal and Σ˜p = Σp = Σ˜p+1.
The following proposition indicates the sufficient condition for the nonexistence of regular solu-
tions. This can be used to exclude the cases where there are no regular solutions.
Proposition 3.11. Suppose Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues. If there is some ωc
missing in the final submodule Σf , that is ω(XVc ,X
H
c ) = 0 for all ω ∈ Σf , then there is no
regular solution to the inverse problem.
Proof. Let ω ∈ Σf . We have Γ ω = 0. If ωc is missing in Σf , then XVc ω = 0 and XHc ω = 0.
It then follows that ω has kernel of dimension greater than one.
Theorem 3.12. Let Φ be diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues. Suppose there are q non-
integrable eigen co-distributions. If the sequence 〈Σ˜1〉, ..., 〈Σ˜q〉 does not contain a differential
ideal then there is no non-degenerate solution.
Proof. Suppose that the eigen co-distributions are ordered so that the first q are non-integrable.
Firstly, if 〈Σ˜q〉 is not a differential ideal, then no earlier 〈Σ˜p〉 can be a differential ideal. Now
each of the n− q integrable ωb := φbV ∧ φbH has remained in Σ˜q since dωb = ξbb ∧ ωb. However
〈Σ˜q〉 is not a differential ideal so that dim(Σ˜q) > n−q. Now dim(Σ˜p+1) < dim(Σ˜p) for p < q+1
and so dim(Σ˜q) ≤ n − (q − 1). Thus dim(Σ˜q) = n − q + 1. But 〈Σ˜q〉 is not a differential
ideal by assumption and hence dim(Σ˜q+1) = n− q and so ω1, ..., ωq are missing and no solution
exists.
We remark that it is not the case that the number of non-integrable co-distributions always
matches the terminating differential ideal step. Example 5 in section 5 demonstrates this for
n = 3.
Corollary 3.13. Let Φ be diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues. If the final submodule is one
dimensional and Σ˜f = Sp{raωa, a = 1, . . . , n, ra 6= 0} , then no eigen co-distributions of Φ are
integrable.
For the sake of completeness we reproduce the following theorem about the limiting cases.
Theorem 3.14. (see [18]) Suppose that the final differential ideal is generated by a one dimen-
sional submodule Σf = Sp{ω˜}, for non-degenerate ω˜. That is, there exists µ such that
dω˜ = µ ∧ ω˜, ∧nω˜ 6= 0.
Then 〈ω˜〉 contains a closed, non-degenerate two-form if and only if dµ = 0.
We characterise non-integrable eigen co-distributions in the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.15. Let Φ be diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and suppose Σ˜1 = Sp{φbV ∧
φbH , b = 1, ..., n} generates a differential ideal. Suppose further that Sp{φaV , φaH} is a non-
integrable eigen co-distribution of Φ for some a. Then
1. there exists at least one non-zero τaVbb for some b 6= a;
2. let τaVbb , τ
aH
bb 6= 0 for some b 6= a then α¯a = φaV + B¯aφaH (no sum) is an integrable direction
in Sp{φaV , φaH} if and only if
B¯a =
τaHbb
τaVbb
for all such b, (49)
and XVb (B¯a) = B¯aτ
aV
ab − τaHab , a 6= b. (50)
3. Let τaHbb = 0 for all b 6= a then φaV is an integrable direction if and only if τaHab = 0 for all
b 6= a.
Proof. 1. Since the co-distribution Sp{φaV , φaH} is non-integrable and Σ˜1 is a differential
ideal, there is at least one τaVbb 6= 0 by Proposition 3.2.
2. Suppose that α¯a = φ
aV + B¯aφ
aH is an integrable direction in Sp{φaV , φaH}, that is
(23)-(29) hold for Ba = B¯a. Then from (24) with c = b we get
B¯a =
τaHbb
τaVbb
,
and (50) is exactly (28).
Conversely, we show that if B¯a =
τaH
bb
τaV
bb
, and XVb (B¯a) = B¯aτ
aV
ab − τaHab , then (23)-(29) hold
for Ba = B¯a as follows.
The conditions (23),(24),(25) and (26) hold for Ba = B¯a from Corollary 3.8.
To establish (27) we note that
τaHbc = −Γ(τaVbc ) for all b, c 6= a
from Jacobi identity (31a) and τaΓb = 0 for all a, b, and
Γ(τaHbb ) = λaτ
aV
bb
from Jacobi identity (31b) together with the conditions in Corollary 3.8.
We have
Γ(B¯a) = Γ(
τaHbb
τaVbb
) for τaVbb 6= 0
=
Γ(τaHbb )− B¯aΓ(τaVbb )
τaVbb
= λa + (B¯a)
2,
so the condition (27) holds.
The condition (50) is exactly (28) and implies the condition (29) for Ba = B¯a, X
H
b (B¯a) =
φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) + B¯a(B¯aτ
aV
ab − τaHab ) as follows.
XHb (B¯a) = −[Γ,XVb ](B¯a) = XVb (Γ(B¯a))− Γ(XVb (B¯a))
= XVb ((B¯a)
2 + λa)− Γ(B¯aτaVab − τaHab )
= 2B¯a(B¯aτ
aV
ab − τaHab ) +XVb (λa)− ((B¯a)2 + λa)τaVab + B¯aτaHab + Γ(τaHab )
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By identity (31b) and Corollary 3.8,
Γ(τaHab ) = φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) + λaτ
aV
ab −XVb (λa)
Substituting this into XHb (B¯a) above and then simplifying we get
XHb (B¯a) = φ
aV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) + B¯a(B¯aτ
aV
ab − τaHab )
as required.
3. If φaV is integrable then dφaV = µa ∧ φaV . By looking at (17) along with the assumption
of the differential ideal, 〈Σ˜1〉, we have τaHab = 0 for b 6= a.
Conversely, using identity (31b) and Corollary 3.8 to prove that φaV (R(XHb ,X
H
a )) = 0
and so φaV (R(XHa ,X
H
b )) = 0 because R is skew, and all other terms apart from the form
µ ∧ φaV in the right hand side of (17) go because of Corollary 3.8 and the assumptions of
the theorem. Hence τaHab = 0 together with the stated assumptions and (17) imply that
φaV is an integrable direction.
We now examine the consequences of more than one non-zero τaVbb .
Corollary 3.16. Let Φ be diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and suppose Σ˜1 = Sp{φbV ∧
φbH , b = 1, ..., n} is a differential ideal. Suppose that for some a, Sp{φaV , φaH} is a non-
integrable co-distribution of Φ. Suppose further that there exist at least two τaVbibi 6= 0 for bi 6= a.
Then α¯a = φ
aV + B¯aφ
aH is an integrable direction in Sp{φaV , φaH} if and only if
B¯a =
τaHbibi
τaVbibi
for each such bi 6= a .
Proof. If α¯a = φ
aV + B¯aφ
aH is an integrable direction, then
B¯a =
τaHbibi
τaVbibi
for all such bi 6= a
by theorem 3.15 (along with (50)). Conversely, we will show that, with the given B¯a, X
V
bi
(B¯a) =
B¯aτ
aV
abi
− τaHabi , bi 6= a. We note that with the conditions in the Corollary 3.8 we get
XVbi (τ
aV
bjbj ) = τ
aV
bjbj (2τ
bjV
bibj
− τ bjVbjbi )− τaVbjbjτaVbia for distinct a, bi, bj (51)
from the Jacobi identity (34a), and
XVbi (τ
aH
bjbj ) = τ
aH
bjbj (2τ
bjV
bibj
− τ bjVbjbi )− τaVbjbjτaHbia − τaHbjbj(τaVbia − τaVabi ) for distinct a, bi, bj (52)
from the Jacobi identity (34b). Now we have
XVbi (B¯a) = X
V
bi
(
τaHbjbj
τaVbjbj
)
=
XVbi (τ
aH
bjbj
)− B¯aXVbi (τaVbjbj)
τaVbjbj
.
Substituting XVbi (τ
aV
bjbj
) from (51) and XVbi (τ
aH
bjbj
) from (52) into XVbi (B¯a) above and then simpli-
fying we get
XVbi (B¯a) = B¯aτ
aV
abi − τaHabi , bi 6= a
as required.
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4 Douglas’s case IIa2 and an extension
In this section we shall explicitly deal with the inverse problem in arbitrary dimension n given by
a diagonalisable Φ with distinct eigenvalues with exactly n−1 co-distributions being integrable.
Our result here is given in Theorem 4.1 at the end of the section. We note that this case
may be considered as the extension of case IIa2 ([∇Φ,Φ] = 0) or case III ([∇Φ,Φ] 6= 0) in the
sense of Douglas’ classification. In n = 2, [∇Φ,Φ] = 0 is equivalent to Σ˜1 being a differential
ideal. In higher dimensions the problem is rather complicated. In the n = 3 case for instance,
[∇Φ,Φ] = 0 does not mean Σ˜1 is a differential ideal anymore; and the cases of one non-integrable
co-distribution and two non-integrable co-distributions may both be considered for the extension
of Douglas’ case IIa2.
Consider a given system of second-order ordinary differential equations
x¨a = F a(t, xb, x˙b), a, b = 1, . . . , n,
for which Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues with exactly n− 1 co-distributions being
integrable. As shown in Theorem 3.12 this system can be variational only when Σ˜1 is a differen-
tial ideal. Let’s suppose that we have differential ideal at the first step, i.e. Σ˜1 = Sp{φcV ∧φcH :
c = 1, ..., n} generates a differential ideal. Without loss of generality, let us also assume that
the only non-integrable co-distribution is Sp{φbV , φbH} for some b ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and the other
n− 1 co-distributions, Sp{φaV , φaH : a 6= b}, are integrable. Then we have:
dωb = d(φbV ∧ φbH)
= ξbb ∧ ωb + ξba ∧ ωa, a 6= b and ξba 6= 0 for some a 6= b,
dωa = d(φaV ∧ φaH) = ξaa ∧ ωa (no sum) a 6= b
where with AaV,Hcd := τ
aV,H
cd − 2τaV,Hdc ,
ξaa = A
aV
ac φ
cV +AaHac φ
cH , ξbb = A
bV
bc φ
cV +AbHbc φ
cH , ξba = τ
bV
aa φ
bV + τ bHaa φ
bH . (53)
We are now looking for 2-forms ω ∈ Σ˜1, i.e. ω = rcωc, c = 1, ..., n with dω = 0 and all the r’s
non-zero for non-degenerate solutions. We have
dω =
∑
a
(dra + rbξ
b
a + raξ
a
a) ∧ φaV ∧ φaH + (drb + rbξbb) ∧ φbV ∧ φbH , a 6= b.
Putting dω = 0, we get a system of Pfaffian equations:
drb + rbξ
b
b = −PbφbV −QbφbH , b is fixed, (54)
dra + rbξ
b
a + raξ
a
a = −PaφaV −QaφaH a 6= b (no sum on a), (55)
where Pa’s, Qa’s, Pb and Qb are arbitrary functions on E.
Following the EDS procedure, we extend E to a new manifoldN with coordinates (t, xc, uc, rc, Pc, Qc)
and now the problem is to find the integrable distributions on N with σc = 0 where
σb :=drb + rbξ
b
b + Pbφ
bV +Qbφ
bH (56)
σa :=dra + rbξ
b
a + raξ
a
a + Paφ
aV +Qaφ
aH a 6= b (no sum on a) (57)
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Continuing the EDS process, set piVc := dPc and pi
H
c := dQc, c = 1, ..., n. (The V and H
superscripts here do not indicate that the forms are vertical or horizontal.) Using this a co-
frame on N is (dt, φcV , φcH , σc, pi
V
c , pi
H
c ) for c = 1, ..., n. So the next step is to calculate dσc
modulo the ideal 〈σc〉.
Taking the exterior derivative of (57) gives
dσa = drb ∧ ξba + rbdξba + dra ∧ ξaa + radξaa + piVa ∧ φaV + PadφaV + piHa ∧ φaH +QadφaH
≡ (−rbξbb − PbφbV −QbφbH) ∧ ξba + rbdξba (58)
+ (−rbξba − raξaa − PaφaV −QaφaH) ∧ ξaa + radξaa
+ piVa ∧ φaV + PadφaV + piHa ∧ φaH +QadφaH (mod σc)(no sum on a).
The next step is to see what terms in dσa can be absorbed into pi
V
a and pi
H
a . Given that in each
dσa, any term that can be written as β∧φaV or β∧φaH can be absorbed into terms piVa ∧φaV and
piHa ∧φaH respectively. After this absorption these terms are denoted as p˜iVa ∧φaV and p˜iHa ∧φaH
and the remainder that can’t be absorbed represents the ‘torsion’ of the system.
Working through (58), it can be seen from (21) and the integrability of eigen co-distributions
Sp{φaV , φaH , a 6= b} that terms dξaa , dφaV , and dφaH give no torsion and terms that contribute
to the torsion are (remember that b is fixed)
Ta :=
(
rb(ξ
a
a − ξbb)− PbφbV −QbφbH
)
∧ ξba + rbdξba (no sum on a). (59)
By looking at (59), it can be seen that for those a 6= b where ξba = 0 or equivalently τ bVaa = 0, the
torsion Ta vanishes without any extra conditions. It then follows that
dσa ≡ p˜iVa ∧ φaV + p˜iHa ∧ φaH (mod σ) (no sum).
However, the eigen co-distribution D⊥b = Sp{φbV , φbH} is non-integrable by assumption, so there
exists at least one ξba 6= 0, a 6= b; and each such a corresponds to one Ta. So we split the problem
into two subcases:
i) There is only one fixed a such that ξba 6= 0 or equivalently τ bVaa 6= 0.
ii) There is more than one fixed a such that ξba 6= 0, say there are ai 6= b, i = 1, 2, ... such that
τ bVaiai 6= 0.
Considering a 6= b with ξba 6= 0, and remembering that b is fixed, computing dξba we get:
dξba = dτ
bV
aa ∧ φbV + τ bVaa dφbV + dτ bHaa ∧ φbH + τ bHaa dφbH
= (Γ(τ bVaa )dt+X
V
c (τ
bV
aa )φ
cV +XHc (τ
bV
aa )φ
cH) ∧ φbV
+ τ bVaa (−λbdt ∧ φbH + τ bHcb φbV ∧ φcH + τ bVcb φbV ∧ φcV −
1
2
φbV (R(XHb ,X
H
c ))φ
bH ∧ φcH)
+ (Γ(τ bHaa )dt+X
V
c (τ
bH
aa )φ
cV +XHc (τ
bH
aa )φ
cH) ∧ φbH
+ τ bHaa (dt ∧ φbV + τ bHcb φbH ∧ φcH − τ bVbc φbV ∧ φcH).
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And so,
Ta ≡ (rb(XVb (τ bHaa )−XHb (τ bVaa ) + τ bHaa AaVab − τ bVaa AaHab + τ bVaa τ bHbb − τ bHaa τ bVbb )
− Pbτ bHaa +Qbτ bVaa )φbV ∧ φbH
+ (Γ(τ bVaa ) + τ
bH
aa )dt ∧ φbV
+ (Γ(τ bHaa )− λbτ bVaa )dt ∧ φbH
+ (XVc (τ
bV
aa ) + τ
bV
aa A
aV
ac + τ
bV
aa τ
bV
cb )φ
cV ∧ φbV
+ (XHc (τ
bV
aa ) + τ
bV
aa A
aH
ac + τ
bV
aa (τ
bH
cb − τ bHbc ) + τ bHaa τ bVbc )φcH ∧ φbV
+ (XVc (τ
bH
aa ) + τ
bV
aa A
aV
ac + τ
bH
aa (τ
bV
cb − τ bVbc ) + τ bVaa τ bHbc )φcV ∧ φbH
+ (XHc (τ
bH
aa ) + τ
bH
aa A
aH
ac + τ
bH
aa τ
bH
cb + τ
bV
aa φ
bV (R(XHb ,X
H
c )))φ
cH ∧ φbH
+ (τ bVaa τ
bH
cc − τ bHaa τ bVcc )φcV ∧ φcH , c 6= a 6= b (sum on c) (mod φaV , φaH).
Using Jacobi identities (31a), (31b), (34a), (35a), (34b) and (35b) respectively, we have that the
coefficients of dt ∧ φbV , dt ∧ φbH , φcV ∧ φbV , φcH ∧ φbV , φcV ∧ φbH and φcH ∧ φbH in Ta vanish.
Therefore the torsion is now
Ta ≡ (rb(XVb (τ bHaa )−XHb (τ bVaa ) + τ bHaa AaVab − τ bVaa AaHab + τ bVaa τ bHbb − τ bHaa τ bVbb )
− Pbτ bHaa +Qbτ bVaa )φbV ∧ φbH (60)
+ (τ bVaa τ
bH
cc − τ bHaa τ bVcc )φcV ∧ φcH , c 6= a 6= b (sum on c) (mod φaV , φaH)
The torsion must be zero for the existence of solutions, and if it is then, for each a 6= b with
ξba 6= 0,
dσa ≡ p˜iVa ∧ φaV + p˜iHa ∧ φaH (mod σ).
We now examine the conditions for torsion to vanish. By looking at (60), we get:
• If there is only one a 6= b such that ξba 6= 0, i.e. case i), then this remaining Ta vanishes if
and only if
Qb = PbBb + rbC, where Bb =
τ bHaa
τ bVaa
(61)
and
C =
1
τ bVaa
(XHb (τ
bV
aa )−XVb (τ bHaa )− τ bHaa AaVab + τ bVaa AaHab − τ bVaa τ bHbb + τ bHaa τ bVbb )
• If there exist at least two ai’s such that ξbai 6= 0, ai 6= b, i.e. case ii), then the conditions
for all torsion to vanish are (61) and with
Bb =
τ bHaiai
τ bVaiai
, (62)
C = Cai =
1
τ bVaiai
(XHb (τ
bV
aiai)−XVb (τ bHaiai)− τ bHaiaiAaiVaib + τ bVaiaiA
aiH
aib
− τ bVaiaiτ bHbb + τ bHaiaiτ bVbb ),
(63)
for all such ai.
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In either case i) or ii) the consequence of the choice for Qb in condition (61) affects σb in (56)
and hence dσb. Hence by substituting Qb into dσb we get
dσb = drb ∧ ξbb + rbdξbb + dPb ∧ φbV + PbdφbV + d(PbBb + rbC) ∧ φbH + (PbBb + rbC)dφbH
≡ (−rbξbb − PbφbV − (rbC + PbBb)φbH) ∧ ξbb + rbdξbb (64)
+ dPb ∧ φbV + PbdφbV + dPb ∧BbφbH + Pbd(BbφbH)
+ C(−rbξbb − PbφbV − (rbC + PbBb)φbH) ∧ φbH + rbd(CφbH) (mod σ).
Simplifying (64) we get:
dσb ≡ (piVb + Pb(ξbb + CφbH)) ∧ (φbV +BbφbH) (65)
+ rbd(ξ
b
b + Cφ
bH) + Pbd(φ
bV +Bbφ
bH) (mod σ)
At this point the problem breaks down into two further subcases:
1. If d(φbV + Bbφ
bH) = κ ∧ (φbV + BbφbH), for some 1-form κ, then the condition for the
existence of non-degenerate solutions is that
d(ξbb + Cφ
bH) = β ∧ (φbV +BbφbH), for some 1-form β (66)
and then
dσb ≡ p˜iVb ∧ (φbV +BbφbH) (mod σ).
2. If d(φbV + Bbφ
bH) 6= κ ∧ (φbV + BbφbH), then in order to remove torsion we require
rbd(ξ
b
b + Cφ
bH) + Pbd(φ
bV +Bbφ
bH) ≡ 0 (mod φbV +BbφbH). This results in an equation
relating Pb to rb which would fix Pb as a function of rb, thus we will have lost flexibility
in piVb = d(Pb) to absorb any terms. So in this situation, the problem reduces to finding a
solution for Pb in term of rb to the equation
(dPb + Pb(ξ
b
b + Cφ
bH)) ∧ (φbV +BbφbH) + rbd(ξbb + CφbH) + Pbd(φbV +BbφbH) = 0.
(67)
Thus if there exists a function Pb in term of rb satisfying equation (67), then we have
dσb ≡ 0 (mod σ).
Let assume that we are in subcase 1. so that there exists an integrable direction αb = φ
bV +Bbφ
bH
and so assume that d(ξbb +Cφ
bH) = β ∧ (φbV +BbφbH), since otherwise there would be no non-
degenerate solution. Then we move onto the calculation of the freedom in the solution to the
inverse problem for this case, we have
dσb ≡ p˜iVb ∧ (φbV +BbφbH), (68)
dσa ≡ p˜iVa ∧ φaV + p˜iHa ∧ φaH . (69)
We change the basis {φkV , φkH} to the basis {γkV , γkH} using
γ1V,H = φ1V,H + φ2V,H + ...+ φnV,H ,
γcV,H = φ1V,H − φcV,H , c = 2, ..., n.
We then get the optimal tableau:
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Π˜ =
γ1V γ1H γ2V γ2H ... γbV γbH ... γnV γnH
σ1 p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 ... p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 ... p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1
σ2 p˜i
V
2 p˜i
H
2 −p˜iV2 −p˜iH2 ... 0 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
...
σb p˜i
V
b Bbp˜i
V
b 0 0 ... −p˜iVb −Bbp˜iVb ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
...
σn p˜i
V
n p˜i
H
n 0 0 ... 0 0 ... −p˜iVn −p˜iHn
This tableau gives Cartan characters: s1 = n, s2 = n− 1, si = 0 for i ≥ 3.
The final step is to check for involution. To do this, we let t be the number of ways that p˜iVa , p˜i
H
a
and p˜iVb can be altered such that (68) and (69) are unchanged. It can be seen that if we write:
p¯iVa = p˜i
V
a + f
1
aφ
aV + f2aφ
aH ,
p¯iHa = p˜i
H
a + f
3
aφ
aH + f2aφ
aV ,
p¯iVb = p˜i
V
b + fb(φ
bV +Bbφ
bH),
then (68) and (69) would be unchanged if we replace p˜iV,Ha by p¯i
V,H
a and p˜iVb by p¯i
V
b . Thus for each
a 6= b we have three degrees of freedom in adding terms to p˜iVa and p˜iHa , giving 3(n − 1) degrees
of freedom for all p˜iV,Ha . We have only 1 degree of freedom in adding terms to piVb . Therefore in
this case, t = 3(n − 1) + 1 = 3n − 2, which equal to s1 + 2s2 as required for involution. So the
solution depends on n− 1 functions of two variables in this case.
Now we consider subcase 2. where there is no integrable direction αb, and assume that there is
solution for equation (67), so we have
dσb ≡ 0, (70)
dσa ≡ p˜iVa ∧ φaV + p˜iHa ∧ φaH . (71)
The tableau corresponding with this system is
Π˜ =
γ1V γ1H γ2V γ2H ... γbV γbH ... γnV γnH
σ1 p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 ... p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1 ... p˜i
V
1 p˜i
H
1
σ2 p˜i
V
2 p˜i
H
2 −p˜iV2 −p˜iH2 ... 0 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
...
σb 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
...
σn p˜i
V
n p˜i
H
n 0 0 ... 0 0 ... −p˜iVn −p˜iHn
This tableau gives Cartan characters: s1 = n− 1, s2 = n− 1, si = 0 for i ≥ 3.
The final step is to check for involution. To do this, we let t equal the number of ways that p˜iVa
and p˜iHa can be altered such that (70) and (71) is unchanged. It can be seen that if we write
p¯iVa = p˜i
V
a + f
1
aφ
aV + f2aφ
aH ,
p¯iHa = p˜i
H
a + f
3
aφ
aH + f2aφ
aV
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then (70) and (71) would be unchanged if we replace p˜iV,Ha by p¯i
V,H
a . Thus for each a 6= b we have
three degrees of freedom in adding terms to p˜iVa and p˜i
H
a , giving 3(n − 1) degrees of freedom for
all p˜iV,Ha . Therefore in this case, t = 3(n − 1), which equals s1 + 2s2 as required for involution.
So the solution depends on n− 1 functions of two variables in this case.
We note here that we follow Anderson and Thompson in reporting only the highest order term
in the degree of freedom.
We now summarise the results for the inverse problem of this class of second-order ODE by the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. In the case where Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and exactly one
non-integrable co-distribution there are three possibilities.
• If 〈Σ˜1〉 is not a differential ideal, then there is no non-degenerate solution.
• Suppose 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal, and there is an integrable direction in the non-integrable
co-distribution. If (66) holds, then the solution depends on n − 1 arbitrary function of 2
variables. If (66) does not hold, then there is no solution.
• Suppose 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal, and there is no integrable direction in the non-integrable
co-distribution. If (67) admits a solution, then the solution depends on n − 1 arbitrary
function of 2 variables. If (67) does not admit a solution, then there is no solution.
5 Examples
In this section, we shall provide a number of examples to illustrate our results in previous
section. These examples cover most of the subcases of one non-integrable eigen co-distribution
case. Besides, we also give two examples (example 5 and 6) of the case n = 3 with two non-
integrable co-distributions. We note that while example 5 may be considered as an extension of
Douglas’s case IIa2, example 6 may be of Douglas’ case IIIa.
Example 1. This is an example of non-existence for n = 2 because there is not a differential
ideal at step 1, see theorem 3.12. This is in Douglas’ case IIIb. Consider the system
x¨ = y˙, y¨ = y (72)
on an appropriate domain. This example was considered by Prince [17] who showed by direct
calculation that no non-degenerate solution exists. Φ is given by
Φ =
(
0 0
0 −1
)
.
The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are:
0 and X1 := (a, 0),
−1 and X2 := (0, b)
for some parameters a, b. We calculate ∇ˆΓXV1 and ∇ˆΓXV2 to find τ iΓj , i, j ∈ {1, 2}. In this case,
by choosing a = 1 we get ∇ˆΓXV1 = 0, i.e. τ1Γ1 = 0 = τ2Γ1 , but there is no b 6= 0 such that
∇ˆΓXV2 = 0, in particular we have τ1Γ2 = − b2 and τ2Γ2 = Γ(b)b . This immediately implies Σ1 is
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not a differential ideal as τ1Γ2 6= 0 by corollary 3.8. The functions τkVij and τkHij are also easy to
compute and apart from other τkV,Hij we have
τ1V22 = 0, τ
2V
11 = 0.
So this is the case whereΦ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues and the eigen co-distribution
Sp{φ2V , φ2H} is integrable and Sp{φ1V , φ1H} is non-integrable since τ1Γ2 6= 0. Therefore there
is no non-degenerate solution of the inverse problem since 〈Σ˜1〉 is not a differential ideal by the
theorem 3.12.
Example 2. This is another non-existence example, this time for n = 4. The example is in
subcase i) but fails the condition of the further subcase 1. Consider the system
x¨ = x, y¨ = 0, z¨ = y˙/z˙, w¨ = w˙ (73)
on an appropriate domain. We find
Φ =


−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 − y˙
4z˙3
3y˙2
4z˙4
0
0 0 0 −14

 .
In this case it is possible to choose the eigenvectors Xa such that ∇ˆΓXVa = 0 and so the
eigenvalues and corresponding scaled eigenvectors are
−1 and X1 = (1, 0, 0, 0),
0 and X2 = (0, 3y˙, z˙, 0),
3y˙2
4z˙4
and X3 = (0, 0,
1√
z˙
, 0),
−1
4
and X4 = (0, 0, 0,
√
w˙).
The non-zero τaVbc and τ
aH
bc are
τ2V22 = 3, τ
3V
22 = −2z˙
√
z˙, τ3H22 =
3y˙√
z˙
, τ3V23 = −
1
2
,
τ3V32 = 1, τ
3V
33 = −
1
2z˙
√
z˙
, τ3H33 = −
3y˙
4z˙
√
z˙
, τ4V44 =
1
2
√
w˙
, τ4H44 =
1
4
√
w˙
.
These results show we are in the case where Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues
and eigen co-distributions Sp{φ1V , φ1H}, Sp{φ2V , φ2H} and Sp{φ4V , φ4H} are integrable and
Sp{φ3V , φ3H} is non-integrable and 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal. In particular, we are in the
subcase i) where there is only ξ32 6= 0 corresponding to τ3V22 6= 0. We also find that the condition
XV2 (B3) = B3τ
3V
32 − τ3H32 ,
where XV2 = 3y˙
∂
∂y˙ + z˙
∂
∂z˙ and B3 =
τ3H
22
τ3V
22
= − 3y˙2z˙2 is satisfied for an integrable direction α3 =
φ3V + B3φ
3H in the non-integrable co-distribution. The existence of a non-degenerate solution
depends on whether or not,
d(ξ33 + Cφ
3H) = κ ∧ α3.
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Using the formula for C from (63), we get
C = C2 =
1
τ3V22
(XH3 (τ
3V
22 )−XV3 (τ3H22 )− τ3H22 A2V23 + τ3V22 A2H23 − τ3V22 τ3H33 + τ3H22 τ3V33 )
=
3y˙
4z˙3
√
z˙
(z˙2 − 1)
and furthermore we have dξ33 = d(2φ
2V ) = 0. Therefore there is no regular solution since
d(Cφ3H) 6= κ ∧ α3.
Example 3. This example is from Aldridge et al [2] which was modified from one of Douglas’
examples in [9]. However, in their calculation only the differential ideal step was applied to find
the differential ideal. Then they had to use the differential conditions of the original Helmholtz
conditions to determine the existence of the solution. By following the scheme given at the
end of the previous section we quickly conclude that the solution of this system depends on
two functions of 2 variables each. This example is the candidate for our case i) where only one
τ bVaa 6= 0 for a 6= b.
Consider the system
x¨ = −x, y¨ = y−1(1 + y˙2 + z˙2), z¨ = 0 (74)
on an appropriate domain. Denoting the derivatives by u, v, w, we find
Φ =
1
y2

 y2 0 00 2(1 + w2) −2vw
0 0 0

 .
Eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors Xa chosen so that ∇ˆΓXVa = 0 are
λ1 = 0 and X1 = (0, vw, 1 + w
2),
λ2 = 1 and X2 = (1, 0, 0),
λ3 = 2y
−2(1 + w2) and X3 = (0, y, 0).
The only non-zero functions τaVbc and τ
aH
bc are
τ3V11 =
v
y
, τ1V11 = 2w, τ
3V
31 = w, τ
3H
11 = −
1 +w2
y2
.
These results show that our system is in the case thatΦ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues
and the eigen co-distributions Sp{φ1V , φ1H} and Sp{φ2V , φ2H} are integrable and the third one
is not and 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal. In particular, this is in the subcase i) where there is only
one τ3V11 6= 0. Checking the condition for an integrable direction α3 = φ3V +B3φ3H we get
X1
(
τ3H11
τ3V11
)
=
τ3H11
τ3V11
τ3V31 − τ3H31 ,
where XV1 = vw
∂
∂v + (1 + w
2) ∂∂w , holds. Now whether or not the system has solutions depends
on the remaining condition:
d(ξ33 + Cφ
3H) = κ ∧ α3.
Using the formula for C from (63), we get C = 0 and furthermore we have dξ33 = 0. Therefore
the solution of the system depends on 2 functions of 2 variables.
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Example 4. This example is in case ii) and the multiplier depends on two arbitrary functions
each of two variables and one function of one variable.
Consider the system
x¨ = z, y¨ = xx˙+ zz˙, z¨ = x (75)
on an appropriate domain. Again denoting the derivatives by u, v, w, we find
Φ =

 0 0 −1−u2 0 −w2
−1 0 0

 .
In this case it is possible to choose the eigenvectors Xa such that ∇ˆΓXVa = 0 and so the
eigenvalues and chosen corresponding eigenvectors are:
0 and (0, 1, 0),
1 and (−2, u− w, 2),
−1 and (2, u+ w, 2).
The τaVbc and τ
aH
bc are zero except for
τ1V22 = −4, τ1V33 = 4.
These results show that our system is in the case thatΦ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues
and eigen co-distribution {φ1V , φ1H} is non-integrable and Sp{φ2V , φ2H} and Sp{φ3V , φ3H} are
integrable and 〈Σ˜1〉 is a differential ideal. We are in subcase ii). In addition, the ratio condition
(62),
τ1H22
τ1V22
= 0 =
τ1H33
τ1V33
and the condition (63), C2 = 0 = C3 are satisfied. We can conclude that there is an integrable
direction inside the non-integrable co-distribution, which is just φ1V . Furthermore we have
ξ11 = 0 and so d(ξ
1
1 +Cφ
1H) = 0. Therefore the conclusion is the solution of the system depends
upon 2 arbitrary functions of 2 variables (plus one function of one variable).
In order to identify the structure of the r’s, we return to equation (54) and (55). Since in this
case we know that Sp{φ1V , φ1H} is non-integrable and the other two are integrable and φ1V is
integrable direction, we have
dr1 + r1ξ
1
1 = −P1φ1V −Q1φ1H ,
dr2 + r1ξ
1
2 + r2ξ
2
2 = −P2φ2V −Q2φ2H ,
dr3 + r1ξ
1
3 + r3ξ
3
3 = −P3φ3V −Q3φ3H ,
where P1, Q1, P2, Q2, P3 and Q3 are arbitrary functions. As we know Q1 = P1B1+ r1C = 0, and
computing ξij ’s using (53) we get ξ
1
1 = ξ
2
2 = ξ
3
3 = 0, ξ
1
2 = −4φ1V and ξ13 = 4φ1V . So we have
dr1 = −P1φ1V , (76a)
dr2 − 4r1φ1V = −P2φ2V −Q2φ2H , (76b)
dr3 + 4r1φ
1V = −P3φ3V −Q3φ3H . (76c)
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Equation (76a) implies r1 = G1(ζ) where G1 is an arbitrary function of ζ with dζ ∈ Sp{φ1V }.
Since φ1V = 12 (−d(uw) + 2dv − xdx − zdz), putting dζ = −d(uw) + 2dv − xdx − zdz we have
ζ = 2v − uw − x22 − z
2
2 . Now substituting r1 into equation (76b) we get
dr2 = 2G1(ζ)dζ − P2φ2V −Q2φ2H . (77)
Since Sp{φ2V , φ2H} is integrable, we know that there exist functions u12 and u22 such that
Sp{du12, du22} = Sp{φ2V , φ2H}. As φ2V = 14 (d(w − u) + (z − x)dt) and φ2H = 14 (d(z − x) + (u− w)dt),
putting
dui2 = f
i
2(d(w − u) + (z − x)dt) + gi2(d(z − x) + (u− w)dt),
and for f12 = 2(w − u), g12 = 2(z − x), f22 = − z−x(w−u)2+(z−x)2 and g22 = w−u(w−u)2+(z−x)2 we get
u12 = (w − u)2 + (z − x)2
u22 = tan
−1
(
z − x
w − u
)
− t
Now equation (77) gives
r2 = 2G(ζ) + r˜2(u
1
2, u
2
2),
where G′ = G1 and r˜2 is an arbitrary function of u
1
2 and u
2
2.
Similarly, Sp{φ3V , φ3H} is integrable with φ3V = 14 (d(u+ w)− (x+ z)dt)
and φ3H = 14 (d(x+ z)− (u+ w)dt) .We find u13 = (u+w)2−(x+z)2 and u23 = tanh−1
(
x+z
u+w
)
−t
with Sp{du13, du23} = Sp{φ3V , φ3H}. This and equation (76c) gives
r3 = −2G(ζ) + r˜3(u13, u23).
To view the multiplier gab, we translate the rab into gab using (14). We get,
g11 =
w2
4
r1 +
1
16
(r2 + r3),
g22 = r1,
g33 =
u2
4
r1 +
1
16
(r2 + r3),
g12 = g21 = −w
2
r1,
g13 = g31 =
uw
4
r1 − 1
16
(r2 + r3),
g23 = g32 = −u
2
r1.
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And thus,
g11 =
w2
4
G1(ζ) +
1
16
(r˜2(u
1
2, u
2
2) + r˜3(u
1
3, u
2
3)),
g22 = G1(ζ),
g33 =
u2
4
G1(ζ) +
1
16
(r˜2(u
1
2, u
2
2) + r˜3(u
1
3, u
2
3)),
g12 = g21 = −w
2
G1(ζ),
g13 = g31 =
uw
4
G1(ζ)− 1
16
(r˜2(u
1
2, u
2
2) + r˜3(u
1
3, u
2
3)),
g23 = g32 = −u
2
G1(ζ).
In summary, the most general Cartan two-form for this example is
dθL =
1
2
G′(ζ)dζ ∧ φ1H + 1
32
[
(2G(ζ) + r˜2(u
1
2, u
2
2))du
1
2 ∧ du22 + (−2G(ζ) + r˜3(u13, u23))du13 ∧ du32
]
While this form is beguiling it is not the generic solution for this class.
We now introduce two n = 3 examples with two non-integrable eigen co-distributions. These
correspond to two cases of differential ideal step in which the system of ordinary differential
equations may possibly have non-degenerate solutions. In the first example, the differential
ideal step finishes at step 1, i.e. Σ˜1 generates a differential ideal which demonstrates that the
number of non-integrable co-distributions is not equal to the number of steps in the differential
process as discussed following Theorem 3.12. The second example is for the case that 〈Σ˜2〉 is a
differential ideal. A full analysis for these cases will be in our forthcoming paper in which we
present a classification for the n = 3 case.
Example 5. Consider the system
x¨ = xz˙, y¨ = x, z¨ = x (78)
on an appropriate domain. Again denoting the derivatives by u, v, w, we find
Φ =

 −w 0 u2−1 0 0
−1 0 0

 .
Eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors Xa chosen so that ∇ˆΓXVa = 0 are
λ1 =
√
−2u+w2 − w and X1 = (−
√
−2u+ w2 + w, 2, 2),
λ2 = −
√
−2u+w2 − w and X2 = (
√
−2u+ w2 + w, 2, 2),
λ3 = 0 and X3 = (0, 1, 0).
The non-zero functions τaVbc and τ
aH
bc are
τ1V11 = −τ2V11 =
√−2u+ w2 − w
2(2u − w2) , τ
1H
11 = −τ2H11 =
x
2(2u − w2) ,
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τ1V12 = −τ2V12 =
3
√−2u+ w2 + w
2(2u − w2) , τ
1H
12 = −τ2H12 =
−x
2(2u− w2) ,
τ1V21 = −τ2V21 =
3
√−2u+ w2 − w
2(2u − w2) , τ
1H
21 = −τ2H21 =
x
2(2u− w2) ,
τ1V22 = −τ2V22 =
√−2u+ w2 + w
2(2u − w2) , τ
1H
22 = −τ2H22 =
−x
2(2u − w2) .
These results show that our system is in the case that Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigen-
values and the two co-distributions Sp{φ1V , φ1H} and Sp{φ2V , φ2H} are non-integrable but the
differential ideal step finishes at step 1, that is Σ˜1 generates a differential ideal. Further exam-
ination shows that the solution depends on one arbitrary function of two unknowns as we will
show in the future paper.
Example 6. Consider the system
x¨ = zt, y¨ = 0, z¨ = x (79)
on an appropriate domain. Again denoting the derivatives by u, v, w, we find
Φ =

 0 0 −t0 0 0
−1 0 0

 .
Eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors Xa are
λ1 =
√
t and X1 = (−
√
t, 0, 1),
λ2 = −
√
t and X2 = (
√
t, 0, 1),
λ3 = 0 and X3 = (0, 1, 0).
The structure functions τ ’s are zero except for
τ1Γ1 = τ
2Γ
2 = −τ1Γ2 = −τ2Γ1 =
1
4t
.
These results show that our system is in the case thatΦ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues
and the co-distributions Sp{φ1V , φ1H} and Sp{φ2V , φ2H} are non-integrable and the third one
is integrable and Σ˜1 does not generate a differential ideal. Examining further we get,
d(ω1 − ω2) = 1
4t
dt ∧ (ω1 − ω2),
and so 〈Σ˜2〉 is a differential ideal. The Cartan two-form for this example is
ω =
G
4
√
t
(ω1 − ω2) + r˜3(u13, u23)ω3,
where G is a constant, and r˜3 is an arbitrary function of two variables u
1
3 := y− vt and u23 := v.
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6 Conclusion
We finish this paper with a new proposal for the classification scheme for the inverse problem
in dimension n:
A. Φ = λIn. This is equivalent to 〈Σ0〉 being a differential ideal (see proposition 3.5).
B. Φ is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues (real or complex). Further subcases will be
divided according to the integrability of the lifted two-dimensional eigen co-distributions
of Φ i.e. q co-distributions are non-integrable and n− q are integrable. According to our
theorem 3.12, if up to and including 〈Σ˜q〉 there is no differential ideal, then there is no
non-degenerate multiplier. Hence, for each q, the subcases to be considered are that a
differential ideal is generated at step 1, step 2,..., up to step q. Subsidiary to this is the
consideration of integrable directions within non-integrable eigen co-distributions.
C. Φ is diagonalisable with repeated eigenvalues. Further subdivision according to integra-
bility will be similar to case B above.
D. Φ is not diagonalisable. Further subdivision depends on the integrability of normal forms
of Φ.
We invite the reader who has persevered thus far to compare this scheme to the geometric
translation of Douglas’s scheme for n = 2 to be found in [7]. If that scheme was translated
into EDS terms the differential ideal conditions would be followed by integrability conditions on
the eigen co-distributions. In the light of theorem 3.12 and our examples we maintain that the
integrability of the eigen co-distributions must be considered first.
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